
� : pr@laurenmazzei.com 

My name is Lauren Mazzei, owner of the Fashion & Lifestyle blog of the 

same name. While working full-time in IT, I decided I needed a little 

space to express myself artistically. Since then, this space has developed 

into an outlet for me to explore and document fashion trends, new 

places & spaces, and even some blogging tips focused around my 

technology background. I love promoting and helping to develop other 

brands, along with my unique personal brand at the same time! A little 

about me ... besides blogging, I love to brunch, box, and be with friends. As 

far as my style goes, I love pairing feminine pieces with trendier, edgy 

pieces. I would love to work with you! 

RECENT COLLABORATIONS 

Vogue  -  Simon Malls  -  Free People  -  Dunkin Donuts  -  Six/Fifty Clothing  -  Club Monaco - Daniel Wellington -

Rent the Runway - Joss & Main - Radley London - Chandon USA - Alba Boutique - Kapten & Son - Eliza J -

Eleanor Kalle - Goodnight Macaroon - LDV Hospitality - SojoS Eyewear - Streddo x South Castles - Rhipped Denim 

- Mirina Collections - Romwe - Shein - Starfish Project - Shabby Apple - Loho Eyewear - Firmoo Eyewear - Brick

Rd Clothing - Vardagen Apparel 

ADDITIONAL 

- Affiliated with RewardStyle

- Contributing columnist of influencer networks:

Out of the Office & The Blog Societies 

- Featured in The Digest Magazine (NJ) & lnStyle Magazine

- Featured on social media of Chandon , Steve Madden,

Liketoknow.it, Calypso St. Barth, & Lauren Conrad, etc.

- Featured as Lauren Conrad's Chic of the Week

-1 of 12 Hudson County Women to Watch in 2017

FACEBOOK INST AGRAM 

f 
500 + 30 K +

CONTACT 

To begin working with Lauren, please contact 

pr@laurenmazzei.com. The collaboration 

agreement will be discussed & determined 

upon contact, as each collaboration and 

partnership may be different. 

PINTEREST BLOG LOVIN 
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1000 + 1,250 + 

-Lauren




